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[Zaryon] wrote:
"Dear HP
What is experimental kabbalah? Is there a detailed topic about this? An article would be nice to get some things in my head. (Sorry for the meaning slips in the sentence, translate problem)"

The enemy has many wings of search and application. Many Rabbis are pre-occupied with primarily teaching these texts, such as stories told to children, and so on. This is the intellectual level, school teachings etc.

Experimental Kabbalah or what they are shifting their own to now, is actual utilization of the knowledge. Such as for example, meditation or psychic warfare. They do this to increase their chances of fighting back. This movement is quite recent, only a few decades old.

This includes meditations and that type of stuff. These were normally reserved for Rabbis, and the higher levels of these reserved only for their authorities, while their masses remained largely oblivious or were told to simply do quite some pretty basic things.

They are trying to change this now because the warfare done and emerging power of the Gods is actually catching up with them and they consider it necessary. This includes publication of "Forbidden" Jewish texts, and all sorts of other things.

One blog I found was literally teaching Jews "astrology", which based on their previous claims is "Punishable by death", but of course this includes astrology done by the Gentiles, and not of the Jews.

They have things on these which were "Forbidden knowledge", like we do Azazel's Astrology section, open to all.

Jews for example, the higher ups, are in understanding of astrology. They have elaborate knowledge on this. Other things they say are "Death penalty" they also
use, such as Palmistry. It's "death penalty" only for the Goyim to use spirituality, not them. They use everything they have stolen from Gentiles.

Jews also used to not have women as Rabbis. They are a woman and female hating race, considering women lower than pigs, even their own. Yet as times are pressing, they are allowing women to become Rabbis as everyone needs to join their warfare especially at times like this.

There are even jews who say that following their paternal laws [such as the "Mitzvot" or jewish commandments] is no longer to be followed anymore.

They are bending all rules to simply save themselves because the tide of enemy forces is simply rising.